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content of final

can yield

of a fifth

No.

-21. Introduction
There is indirect
fifth

quark

b,

but highly

suggestive

with mass "b = 5 w/c2

which is not inert

composed only of light

pairs

information

The observation

above the new-flavor
on the relative

final

be useful

states,

in contrast

to particles

of leptons

as decay products of

threshold

therefore

provides

b + c and b + u transition

and call

in eliminating

ambiguities

b -+ c and b+u

quarks (u, d, s), are copious sources of

In this paper we present a systematic
leptonic

eb = -l/3,
The relative

transitions

Charmed particles,

are of evident interest.

(bE)

and charge

with respect to weak interactions.

rates for the expected charged-current

prompt leptons.

evidence for a

technique

attention

backgrounds.

and limitations

rates.

for the analysis

to constraints

We discuss

of

which may

potential

of the method and comment on complementary

approaches to the problem.~
We review the evidence for the fifth

properties

in Section II.

The analysis

0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 leptons
III.

The observables

items of theoretical

quark and discuss its

of final

containing

from (bii) decay is presented in Section

defined there are related
interest.

of backgrounds, neutral

states

particle

in Section IV to

In Section V we treat
mixing,

the effects

and CP violation.

VI is devoted to a summary and conclusions.

Section

.,

.

(

II.

Evidence for the b-quark
GeV/c2)

lhe vector meson T(9.4

was first

resonance in the reaction

;v

p + N + (u+u-)

+ anything.

It was seen to have at least one heavier
just

observed' as a

as the

$/J(3.095)'

interpretation

of the psion family

and antiquark
natural

has a radial

(cz)

that the T

upsilons

companion state,2
excitation

YJould be the fif'th

(QG). 798

It was therefore

as bound states of a
me constituent

quark, following

On the basis of various models for the
a number of authors 7

of the

the already established

u, d, s, and c, and would have a mass of approximately

cross sections,

The

of a charmed quark

successful. 596

family be interpreted

T'(lO.O),

$'(3.68,$).'

as bound states

has been notably

new heavy quark and antiquark

(2.1)

m-&2.

T and T' production

expressed a preference

for

= -l/3 as the charge of the new quark. This assignment is
eQ
supported by recent measurements9,lO in e+e- annihilations
of the
leptonic

width of

T, which yielded
r(T -f e+e-)

a value much more compatible with

= (1.3

2 0.4) keV,

e = -l/3
Q

(2.2)

than with

leQl 2 2/3.7,8a11,12
LT1the conventional

nomenclature,

which we shall

adopt, a

charge -l/3

quark with mass near 5 GeV/c2 is called13

bl

designation

implies

of the new

quark, nor does it

nothing about the weak interactions
requir e the existence

This

of another new quark of

-4-

We shall

charge +2/j.

refer

to the new additive

carried by the b-quark as @ .
@(u,d,s,c)

= +l, a(<)

Although we consider it highly

= 0.

our analysis

quark does exist,
bility

Thus &(b)

quantum number

and a fortiori

will

independent

= -1,

likely

that a sixth

be independent of this
of the sixth

quark's

possi-

charge and

weak couplings.
The production
hadron collisions

of

(a

= +l, @ = -1)

is expected to OCCUI'at a level

cross section for

T or

no charged stable particles
400 GeV/e pN collisions.

these experiments
with a lifetime 17

the

imply that the

'b
assume that
charged weak current: 18

6

were detected in

for pair production
b-quark is unstable,

5 x 10-8 sec.

(2.3)

b + u+w-,

(2.4a)

b + c+vr.

(2.4bib)

charge +2/J quarks exist

because the vector (Q8)

been prominent in the data of Refs. 1 and 2.
importance is the relative

T cross section,

b-quark decays are mediated by the

that any additional
nb,

no less than the

of mass s 5. '&V/c2

are correct,

masses less than

of l/lo

If the expectations

We shall

in

T' production. 14 In two searches carried

out at Fez-&llab15'16 at a sensitivity

It is unlikely

hadron pairs

states

should have

A question

rate of the transitions

with

(2.4).

of immediate

-5Let us note that if
strength

to the u-quark,

fo(b+u++b\r-)

the b-quark were coupled with full

the rate for

= r

b + u transitions

1 + 1 + f(mJa)

would be19'M

+ 3 + 3f(mc/lQ]

,
(2.5)

where

f

is a kinematic
f(X)

factor

given by

= (1 - x4)(1 - 8x2 + X4) - 12x4P.nx2,

(2.6)

and
rp = G2m5u,'192ir3 = 4.55 x lo5 set-'.
The terms in square brackets

in.Eq.

(2.5)

(2.7)

correspond to the decays

b -+ UCe,;, )
dlq
u(q)
u(d;)

+ u(s:)

u(d.6) + u(s?)

(2.8)

3 colors,

I
where all masses except mT and m have been neglected.
We
c
dismiss for the moment the possibility
of appreciable nonleptonic
enhancement, which might increase the last

two rates.

$ = 5 GeV/c2, mT = 1.78 G~V/C~,~~ and mc/mh =
= B/ro(b

‘0
Since the coupling
strength

of

-f u + W-)

b to (u + c) is unlikely

(and is considerably

is reasonable to regard (2.9)
quark lifetime,

so that

smaller

to

= 1.3 x lo-l5

in specific

For

a.=

i,

we'have

sec.

to exceed full
models), it

as a rough lo#er bound on the b-

(2.9)

l

.

lo-15sec.
In the six-quark

,$ Tb ;

5 x 10-8 sec.

generalization

(2.10)

of the Weinberg-Salam

model due to Kobayaski and Maskawa24 , which has been extensively
anslyzsd in the present context, 19725 the couplings
u and c
ling

are highly

Universality

suppressed.

of

b to

of the

g-decay coup-

constant requires

e2v-A(b+u+w-)

,$ 3 X lo-' g:-,( d + u + V)!
(2.11)

Universality

is not stringently

.~~ A far weaker limit
transitions

tested in charmed quark decays.

is imposed by the requirement

be strong enough to suppress the

that

S’ -f c + W-

KI - KS mass

difference:
< T2 gvmA
2
+ c! + w- ) 2,
(d+u

+ W-).

In this model, the b-quark decay rate is therefore
5
rb~ ,$ 5s >v
+
fi mc/% ) + f(mc/y)

0 [

$(mc,y;%)
where QI(ml,m2;M)
+.zeromass particle.

+ 3f(mc$ 1 + 3@bpc;y))

is a kinematic

factor

restricted

1
>

(2.12)
to

(2.13)

for the decay M + ml + m2

For the equal-mass case,

@(m,m;M) = g(4m2/M2),

v:here
g(y)

= (1 - 5/2

- y2/8 - 3y3/16)(l

+ 3y2(1 - y2,1h)log

(1 + F)

- y)'
.

(2.14)

rb

(2.11)

are not to be taken as an indication

and (2.12)

relative

strengths

they obviously

& 10

-14 s

This suggests that

admit the possibility

this

have emphasized.

ratios
final

in principle,

V/e shall

present a
of the

Measurement of the relative
in exclusive

nonleptonic

rates
channels,

is complicated by small branching

for charm decays and by the combinatorics

of muii;iparticle

states.
III.
In this

pertain

but

(2.15)

suggestion through observations

b i- u and b + c transitions

while attractive

of the

that

leptons emitted in b-quark decays.
for

given by

>> I(b -t u + W-),

authors 19,25

means for testing

The upper limits

b -f u and b + c couplings,

of the

r(b + c + VI-)
which previous

.

Electron

Section we shall

to leptonic

final

unbound (b6) pairs.
prompt electrons

signals

production

organize the observables which

states which occur in the decays of

To be specific,

only.

in (b5)

we discuss observations

Completely parallel

the cases of muon detection

and of electron

discussions

of

apply to

plus muon detection.

The decay process
,-l/3

+ quark +2/3 + w-

(3.1)

can give rise to no electrons, to a single e-, to a single e+,
+ Tne possible sources of prompt electrons are
or to an e e pair.
enumerated in Table I.

A positron,

if present,

results

from the

-a-

semileptonic
ratio

decay of a charmed quark, which occurs with a branching

of about lo%?* Electrons

virtual

W-.

V/e may therefore

b

can arise from the decay of the
write,

symbolically,

= (1 - cx - B - y) * (no e')
+
+ tie + 8 e- + y(e+e- 1,

where the probabilities

Q, B, y satisfy

We focus upon unbound (bs)
First,

@#O.

O,<a,

production

we expect the experimental

considerably

(3.2)

isolation

easier than the identification

s econd, important

correlations

8,YGl

and

for two reasons.

of a (bs) signal

to be

of a single hadron with
occur in the leptonic

final

states from (bg) pairs.
Cne promising
level

just

above the threshold

production.
would be the
of

T(9.4).

source of a (b6)

We have previously
4'Sl(lO.6

for

(~8 = +l,&=
-1) hadron
estimated 26 that such a state

GeV/c2)

or

There may also be a

3Dl

a copious source of charmed particle
We define the following
u

0

crl

53Sl(10.g')

[a(bL + e*) + cr(bs + e-) /o(bg),
I

[a(bc + e'e')

excitation
$'(3.772),

27

observables:

u+- E o(bb + e+e-)/o(bc),
u ss E

radial

analog of the
pairs. 23

5 o(bs -t no e')/o(bi;),
z

signal would be a 3S1 (b6)

+ o(bs -I. e-e-)]/o(bg),

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

-9-

u3

z o(b6 + e'e'e-)
[

U4 E

+ o(bc -+ e'e-e-)]/o(bg),

o(b6 -t e'e'e-e-)/o(bE).

If the decays of

(3.8)

b and 6

are uncorrelated,

expressed in terms of the parameters
u

0

“1

(3.7)

29 these can be

a, B, y defined in Eq. (3.2)

= U(l - c( - 8 - y)*,

(3.9)

= 2(a + R)(l - a - 8 - y),

u+- = a2 + B2 + 2Y(l - a -B-

(3.10)
y),

(3.11)

U
SS = 2crB

(3.12)

u3 = 2(cr + B)y

(3.13)

u4 =

(3.14)

-$

There are three constraints
The first

is the trivial
uo+u 1 +u+-

among the fractional

requirement
+u

SS

+u

3

cross sections,

that
+ u

4=l

(3.15)

'ho others can be emressed as
2
u3 '"4

= U12/Uo,

(3.16)

and

-P
*As

+J;; 0 = l-6
0

4

(3.17)

as

-lOa, 6, y may be obtained

The parameters
cross sections.
(3.14),

or

First,

with the aid of (3.16)
Y

which will

the parameter

=

B=

we can use Eq. (3.12)

is computed from Eq.

as
(3.18)

u3Qu1,

be statistically
a+

y

from the observed

more powerful.

Then, since
(3.19)

“pGo,

to set up a quadratic

equation

for

cx

and G, which has the solutions
c(

=

u1,4,4p~~~

(3.20)

I
0

e = o1,4&$5

(3.21)
0

The quadratic

ambiguity

present in practice
circumstances it
a

or

of Eq. (3.20)

as we shall

is possible

e is the larger.

absence of magnetic analysis

and (3.21)

is not always

note in Section IV.

Under some

to determine independently
It goes without
of the electron

whether

saying that in the
charge,

a

and B

carrot be determined separately.
The requirement
with Eq. (3.20)

that

and (3.2l),
u

SD <

c( and B be real numbers, together
implies
(;_” /8uo.

that
(3.22)

-ll-

Moreover, from Eq. (3.17),
ul
w+
"Go

l>/

v5Tl

5s

)

(3.23)

or
1
Yj

al<

Combining Eq. (3.22)

and (3.23),

u u
ss 0
The constraints
provide important

(3.24)

we find

1
< 37.
(3.15)-(3.17)

checks on signal

and (3.22)-(3.25)
purity , on experimental

and on the assumption of uncorrelated
We shall

discuss the elimination

of neutral

particle

decays of

to quantities

and 6..

of backgrounds and the effects

mixing at some length in Section V.

however, we turn to the problem of relating
and y

b

biases,

of theoretical

interest,

Now,

the parameters
in idealized

a, 6,
cir-

cumstances.
IV.

Determination

The relative

of Branching Ratios

rates for inclusive

b-quark decay which

appear in Eq. (3.2)

are determined by the rates for the processes

listed

Our task now is to relate

in Table I.

the parameters

CL, B, y defined in (3.2) to the rates for specific
We begin by making an imp0rtan.t simplifying

decay processes.

assumption,

for which

-12consistency

checks will

We assume the decays of the

be noted.

b-quark (b + u + W'I-, b + c + VI-) to be independent
subsequent decays of the weak current
This Ansatz is unjustified

(W- + i-V,,

if the nonleptonic

of the
d;, cs...).

decays of the b-quark

Such circumstances are not anticipated
in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model. 19 We nevertheless conclude this
are substantially

enhanced.

Section with weaker results
A.

No Nonleptonic

that are independent of this

Enhancement

We denote the branching rations

with

+ all)

E 5 ,

(4.1)

r(b + c + W-)/f(b

+ all)

2 (l - 5)P

(4.2)

0<5<1.

The charmed quark decays semielectronically
of approximately 10%;22
r(c * e+ + anything)/f(c

Consequently,
+

for b-quark decays as

r(b -+ u + W-)/r(b

a probability

e

assumption.

the probability

-+ all)

with

E 2 @ 10%.

for the inclusive

decay of

(4.3)

b

into

is
f(b -f e+ + anything)/f('b

+ all)

f 0 4. Y = ~(1 - 5).
(4.4)

If the parameters
previous Section,
rates for

c

and Y

knowledge of

are

extracted

by the method of the

z permits us to obtain the relative

b + u and b + c transitions.

-13It may happen in practice
a in Eq. (3.20)

that one of the tvo solutions

~yields an unphysica~l value for

This circumstance would decisively
in (3.20)

in Table I,

ambiguity

in detail

we shall

can be eliminated

physically

to

the

5 in Eq. (4.4).
quadratic

ambiguity

and (3.21).
F%yconsidering

listed

resolve

for

the possible

find it probable that the quadratic
even if both solutions

acceptable values of

enhancement, the inclusive

sources of electrons

5.

a lead

for

In the absence of nonleptonic

semielectronic

decay rate of the b-quark

is3'
r( b +q+e-

+ anything)

= r(b + q c e- 4. Ce)

+ r(b + q + T- + vT)r(T+ r(b -f q + SC + c)l'(c

+ e-v,v,)/r(-C-

-f all)

-+ e - + anything)/r(c

+ all),
(4.5)

where the generic

q represents

t( % 186)31

C,

and sC denotes the

V/e define the electronic

Cabibbo-mixed s-quark.
of the

u or

branching ratio

to be
v = r( T- + e-CjevT)/r( T- -f all ) .

Then, making use of Eq.(2.5)-(2.7)
r(b -f u + e-+ anything)
f(b -+ u + snything)

and (2.13)-(2.14),

1 + 4rn,/~)

(4.6)

v:e have

+ 3dmc/m,)
(4.7)

5 + f(+/mb)

+ 3f(yp&)

'

and
r(b -f c + e-+ mything)
i-(b -t c + anything)

f(mJIaJ

+ w$(mc'm,Pb)

5f(mc/Inb) + O(n,~,;rb)

-+ 37dm,r~c;"b)
+ 34(m,,mc;~)
(4.8)

-14Inserting

the experimental

values

choosing

mc = 1.5 GeV/c2 and m,, = 5 GeV/c2,

V = 0.18

and z = 0.10,
and approtimating

we estimate
r(b -f u + e-+ anything)/T(b

+ u + anything)

% 0.18,
(4.9a)

r(b -+ c +. e-+ anything)/r(b

+ c + anything)

@ 0.18
(4.9b)

To the extent that the branching
conclude from Eq. (3.2)

ratios

(4.9)

are equal, we may

that

B + Y = r(b +ee--c anything)/r(b

+ anyt‘ning)

% 0.18
(4.10)
Since, according to (4.4)
Q 4 a + Y 6 z Q 0.10,
ne expect on the model of this
this

requirement we eliminate

(4.11)

subsection
the quadratic

that

B > a.

ambiguity

By imposing
of (3.20)

and

(3.21).
The value of the parameter

y

is expected to be quite

small:
Y=

I'(b + c + e--i~ mything)
r(b *b all)

% 0.18(1 - 5)z
,$ 0.02.

. r(c + e+ + anykhing)
r(c + all)
(4.12)

-15Consequently four-lepton
= ? 6 4 x 10-b.
"4
in Fig. 1 as functions
no means negligible.

events will

be exceedingly

The multilepton
of

5.

should be a useful

signature

cross sections

Y/e notice

Consequently,

rare, with

that

are plotted

OS,% aliz)

is by

prompt same-sign dileptons

for unbound (b6) production

in hadronic

interactions.
Finally,

let us make the essentially

between the parsmeter
current

5 of Eqs. (4.1)

kinematical

and (4.2)

connection

with the weak

couplings:

g*(b * u + W-)

T(b + u + ';I-)

5f(md%)+ $(mc,m,;rQ +Hmdmc;mb)

g2(b + c + W-)

T(b + c + Vi-)

5 + f(mJ%

2 0.46 hs
where the coefficient

0.48 carries

1 + 3f(mJ% 1

f

(4.13)

an uncertainty

characterized

by

our ignorance of quark masses.
B.

Arbitrary

Nonleptonic

Enhancement

If some of the nonleptonic
the analysis
(4.4),

decays of the b-quark are enhanced,

given in the preceding subsection

which is to say that the parameter

can be determined.

However, the quadratic

ambiguity

and the connection

5 with the weak couplings

direct

of

of (3.20)

t

holds through Eq.

and (3.21)

may persist,

vi11 not be as

as given in Eq. (4.13).
The definitions

constraint.

Combining

of

B and Y provide

a possibly

useful

-115

r(b 3 U + e-+ mything)
r(b + all)

fJ+y=

+ T(b + c + e-+ wthine)
(4.14)

with
y

= z

l'(b + c + em+ anything),
I'b-tall)

(4.15)

we have

11

r(b + u + e-+ anything)
r(b -f c + e-+ anything)
me positivity

requirement

implies

!3+y
which replaces Eq. (4.10).
again indicate

that

b 0.

If

(4.16)

that
(4.17)

y/z

>, z, Eq. (4.11)

and (4.17)

6 > cx .

we generalize

to include nonleptonic
g*(b -> u + VI-)
g2(b + c + W-)

1

3 Y/Z,

To connect the resulting
couplings,

= z B+Y
Y

value of

5

rtith the weak current

the numerators of Eq. (4.7)

and (4.8)

enhancements, and write

= I'(b -f u + e-+ anything)
r(b -f c + e-+ anything)
.

f(mJ%)

+ v$dmc,mT;~)

+ 3zE(b + ccs,)$~(m~,m~;~l~)

1 + uf(mT/mb) + 3zE(b + uEsg)f(mc/mb)
= ([y]

-j)

R(E(b -f c;s,),E(b

+ u&&,
(4.18)

.-17where E(b -f quarks) is the appropriate
In general we can say nothing

factor.
factor

R. However, an interesting

nonleptonic

enhancement factor

The variation

of

R with

no2eptonic
precise

special

about the numerical

case occurs if the

is the same in numerator and denominator.

E is then rather

R(E = 1)

enhancement

limited:

% 0.49,
(4.19)

R(E = 10) % 0.43,
and a reliable
follo22

estimate

of

The uncertainty

g2(b -f u + W-)/g2(b + c + VI-)

reflected

in (4.19)

should

is not enormous

compared to that derived from quark mass uncertainties.
Let us suxmarize the results
shoTm how observations

of multilepton

a measure of the relative
In easily

forseeable

of a quadratic
nonleptonic

of this
final

decay rates

circumstances,

states

to

-f C + 1~~).

the procedure described is free

ambiguity which could occur in principle.

enhancement is unimportant

If

for b-quark decay, the inferred

rates may be converted to a rather

relative

sizes of the weak current
enhancement, the final

We have

lead directly

f(b -f u + \Y-)/f(b

relative

nonlcptonic

Section.

precise measure of the

couplings.

In the presence of

step cannot be made with great

confidence.
In any event, the parame~ters o and
crong-sign
the relative

leptons (b + e+),
strengths

magneti? analysis

of

b + u and b + c

of' the lepton

end o SS arc wrged into

play a decisive

Y , which pertain

to

role in investigating
transitions.

char@:, the observables

Wthout
o+-

= cl+- + uss = (a + PI2 + 2&l

u2

a and B then occur in the combination

The parmters

in all
analysis

- a - B - y).

observables

[cf.

(3.9),

(3.101,

(3.13),

(3.14)]

(n + 6)
and the

YE have proposed cannot be executed.
The method we have described is based upon the observation

of the secondary leptons

from semileptonic

charm decays, as well

as the primary leptons

from the decay b + q + e-+ Ve. A complementary approach has been advocated by Ali, 25 who has made extensive
simulations
analysis

of the primary and secondary lepton spectra.

scheme, secondary leptons

are eliminated

In his

by a kinematical

cut.
Obviously it would be ideal
decay unambiguously.
undetectable

neutrino,

decay contained
neutral

could be reconstructed

one could tag the primary

This would be possible
the final

if,

instead

state of semileptonic

an unstable neutral

heavy lepton

if

lepton.

of an
b-quark

For example, a

No coupled right-hsndedly

to the electron

in the chain

(4.21)
Branching ratios

for the decay No 3 e+li-

for example, in Refs. 33.

have been estimated,

-19'V.
'Ihe isolation
Even in

zation.
there nil1

Backgrounds and b,6 Qixing
of a pure (b6)

e+e-

state is an unlikely

annihilations

at the peak of a (b6)

be backgrounds due to continuum production

hadrons and to lepton pair production.
T+T- production
the consistency

to illustrate
relations

the effect

subtraction

techniques using control

resonance.

A second effect

incorporated

is

b,s

of backgrounds upon

b +ii
A.

by t‘ne usual

bands on either

side of the

meson (bz)O
with

If the mixing is appreciable
transitions

described

This can occur if the b-quark is

mixing.‘

into a neutral

effective

It is to be

which can modify the analysis

by second-order weak interactions
tively.

of other

recorded in Section III.

or (b:)',
(sd)'

within

which can mix

and (Es)',

respec-

the meson lifetimes,

take place.

Consequences of a T+T- Background
Additional

necessitate

incoherent

a straightforward

given in Section III.

of the analysis

As an example, we explore the consequences

of a T+-L- contribution.
T-

sources of hadrons and lectons
generalization

In analogy with Eq. (3.2),

= (1 - v)(no e') + v * e-,

where the leptonic

branching ratio

vre may write
(5.1)

v has been defined in Eq. (4.6).

If the observed cross section is made up of

(bb)

I:

resonance,

Ke shall use the example of

expected that such backgrounds can be eliminated

in Section III

ideali-

and T+T- in the

-TO-:

proportions

and

PJ the observables

of Eq. (3.9-14)

=

(1 - p)(1

- a - B - v)2 + dl

- VI2

=

2(1

(1 -'P)

become
cl

0

5

- p)(a+

8)(1 - a - B - Y) + 2Pv(l - v)

(5.3)

uC- = (1 - P)[cx2 + B2 + 2y11 - c - B - Y)] +pv2

(5.4)

(3 =
85

(5.5)

u

2(1

- P)

= 2(1 - P)(cx + B)Y

3

0

(5.6)

4 = (1 - pJ3

(5.7)

Of the constraints
to hold, but Eq. (3.16)
of (3.16)

(5.2)

in Section III,

and (3.17)

and (3.17)

subtractions

listed

.Eq. (3.15)

are no longer valid.

may be taken as indications

have been inadequately

continues
Violations

that background

made. To illustrate

the

expected level of these violations,
we plot in Fig. 2 the ratio
02u /CT u 2
vrhich is equal to unity in the absence of any back3 0 41'
ground, for various choices of the conta!nination parameter p, as
a function

of

5.

The values v = O.ln

adop-ted and, as before,
in terms of
figure

the parameters

F, by Eqs. (4.4),

is specific

the acute sensitivity
encouraging result.

to the model without

of

< 1%.

a, B,

In contrast,

ad

and (4.12).
nonleptonic

to background that it

by this example, violations
level

(4.10),

and z = 0.10

Y are given
Although this
enhancement,

demonstrates is an

for the situation

of the constrafnt

are again

(3.17)

described
occur at the

B.

Consequences of

n’eutra1

Particle

I'Lxing

We suppose that because of neutral
is a probability

f

decay to a &-quark,
b -+(l

that a produced

particle

mixing there

b-quark will

convert before

i. e.,

- f)b + fi,

(5.8a)

L -i (1 - T)Fl + fi,

(5.8b)

E = f/[f(l

(5.8c)

with

-l-ET2
I1+EI

I‘=
where

- r2) + r2], )

(5.8d)

E is the conventional

present discussion,

mixings of

b

parmeter.3'

For the

we assme that the produced (b6) quarks, while

dressed with quarks of a single
sufficientvarietyof

CP-violation

flavor,

are incorporated

hadrons that no correlations
and 6

are present.

A treatrcent

case, in which one may hope to study

between

into a
the

of the correlated

CP-violating

effects

in detail,

is given in the Appendix.
In the presence of mixing,
as follows:

Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14)

are modified

-22-

u

(u

=

ss

+ 612

- (a

B)Z(l

-

- 2f)(l

- 2)

(5.12)

2

u3
a4

= 2(a + B)Y,

(5.13)

= y2.

(5.14)

The quantities

(a + 8)

placedby (1 - 2f)(l
manifested

and y

appear as before;

- *?)(a - B)*.

In addition,

but (a -

B)2 is re-

CP-violation

is

in the form of the charge asymmetries
= (a - B)(T - f)/(a

("+ - o- lb1

% -8&E

(a++ - a--)/O.

*CT

=

ss

+ 5)

f(1 - f)(a

- f)(a

(5.15)

- 6)/(CX * B),

+ RHa

- 6)

(a +B)2- (CY- 5)+1

(5.16)

- 2f)(l

- 2i=)

-16 &E f(1 - f)(cc + O)(o: - B)
(a + 51* - (u - 6)2(1 - 2f)2

:

= (u
co++- %-J/U3
I
to leading order in

- B)(T - fY(u + 6)

(5.17)

('5+ - o- )bl>
E.

The constraint

equations

given in (3.15)-(3.17)

(3.22)-(3.25)

continue

equation for

a and 6 now has the solutions

to

be valid.

and

Iiowever, the quadratic

(5.18)

ncglectil:g

i.lw small d-Lfi'ereuee between

f

and ?.

-23..
The required
parameter

positivity
f.

of

c1 and 6 my constrain

It requires

(1 - 2f)2

(5.20)

> 1 - 8ossoo/o~ .

On the assumption of no nonleptonic
possible

enhancement, it is

to determine both the decay parameters
vie first

mixing parame-ter

f.

and use Eq. (4.12)

to evaluate

compute y
5.

(5.18)

to Eq. (3.20)

and (3.21)

and (5.19) with (3.20)

a& (3.21),

or (3.18),

Let us denote the
Conparing

we find

0, - f30,
a-6 I

[

(5.21)

because of the quadratic

ambiguity

Imposing -the reasonable requirement 35 that
(a0 - Bo).
we obtain a unique solution.
If there is an arbitrary
do nothing

so specific.

CY+ 6 = a0 -+ 60’

and the

Then c( is given by Eq. (4.4),

as cio and Bo.

f=+o
which has two solutions

CL, 6, y

from (3.14)

and 6 can be derived from (3.19) or (6.10).
solutions

the mixing

nonleptonic

We may evaluate

and use the bomd

derive a bound on g2(b + u + W-)/g'(b

y

in
f < $,

enhancement, we can
as before,

compute

Iru - 61 > [cc, - Bol
-f c + W-)

to

along the lines

of (4.13).
Ni

and Aydinj6

mixing aTridW-violation
lcptms

arising

have proposed a study of neutral
based upon the observation

of high-momentum

in the :~r:iinary decays
b -b q+f-.Fj

yrll~:
.A cil

I::>..;
//,

1,~;

particle

!.:~~r!c,~,:~i(

i(;;i

e'
ll~y d~lsiir:,-uirh:,blc

In i:cri:l:l2:>Lti~Gl~i,C
C!l2?.l‘li!demy.

(5.22)
frm

the lcptms

emitted

.

.

-24VI.
The relative

Summary and Conclusions

weak current

couplings

for the transitions

b -f u + Yl- and b -f c + \'/I- can be measured by observing the "wrongsign" leptons

arising

have shoy,n that final

from the secondary charmed quark decay.
states containing

We

up to four charged leptons,

which occur in the decay of an unbound (b6) system, are particularly
useful

in sorting

out the decays of the b-quark into states containing

zero, one, or two leptons.
deter‘mined independently
likely

possibility

The effects
if nonleptonic

of

b,6

mixing can be

decays are not enhanced, a

for very massive quark decays.

The most popular framework vthich accomodates a b-quark is
a six-quark

a

generalization

of.the

the quarks into three left-handed

(i;j, ’
where

L denotes

Weinberg-Salam model which groups
doublets,

V-A coui>ling.

The primes indicate

quarks are mixed, in a manner parametrized
and a CP-violating
Eq. (4.13)
fix

fixes

the third

t + (d,s,b)

phase.

!ith

The

by three (Euler)

of couplings

rati

that the

requires

a study of the relative

angles

determined by

one angle; another is the Cabibbo angle.
couplings

To
of

+ U+.

Another variety37
(u,c)

(6.1)

(gL> (ijL ’

charge +2/3

Si:lce n5 evidcnw

of six-quark

models involves

and four quarks (d,s,b,h)

for a nes family

two quarks

with charge -l/3.

of (Q?j) states ha:: been fobyd38

up t.o aboul. 1.5 GeV/c2, the mass of c: r;i>:l;!i quark in presumab]:,

-25greater

than

7 GeV/c2.

In these models it is unclear how b

and h should couple to

u and c.

A suggestion39 that the new

couplings be
(6.2)

seems ruled out by the absence of a high-y
An alternative

tering.40

anomaly in

UN scat-

assignment,

(6.3)

is ruled out bg neutral

current

which indicates

that the

The possibility

remains42 that

information

from neu-trim

u-quark is a right-handed
b

d and s.

constraints

are still

on b -t u + YI- couplings
but the restrictions

those within

the model defined by

Whereas it is natural

fourth
final

L-.

case

imposed by

B-decay
from

(6.1).

in the model with three left-handed

four charge -l/3

charged lepton,

In this

are somewhat different

doublets that there be three charged leptons
quark models vith

41

singlet.

and h would be absolutely

stable in the absence of mixing v;ith

universality,

scattering,

(e-,LI-,T-),

the six-

quarks tend to incorporate

The correlations

a

among multilepton

states which we have described may be of value in recognizillg

the mexpected background provided by a nw source, such as L+L-.
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-27APPENDIX
EVOLUTIONOF A go@?" SYSTEIK
The evolution

of a neutral

meson-anti neutral-meson

system produced by single photon annihilation

and

has been described by many authors. 43 Here we propagate

positron

the effects

of neutral

cascade decays of
the implications

conversions,
conjugaticn

mixing and CP-violation

for multilepton
pwticle

the evolution
C =-1
(1 - f)(l

+

particle

b-quark-bearing

If neutral

(b5)

of electron

through the

mesons, paying attention
final

to

states.

xk5.n~ results
of an initial

in effective
Go&

b +6

state with charge

can be described by
- ?)(bb)

i: $(l

- f)(bb)

+ ; f(1 - T)(hG)

l-$(f+?)
(A.1).
The observed cross sections,
semifinal
0

state,

from decays of this

are

=

(1 - cl - B - y)‘,

5

=

2(a

O+-

=

0

which result

(A.21

+ 8)(1 - a - B - y),

(a + B)2 + (a - R)2(1 -

(A.31
f - T)

+ .zy(l

- a - 6 -y)

+@c2),

2

(A.41
0SS = (a + RI2 - (a - 0)2(1 - f - T) +,3s2)

I

(A.51

2

O3
04

=

2(n

= y*.

+. C)y,

C.4.6)

(A.71

,I

.

-28For this

correlated

case, the CP-violating

charge asymmetries are,

to 4E,,

(a+ - U~VUl = -4ReE f (a - B)/(a + 6)
=_
co;+- U--)/U
ss

co++-0+--J
/a3=

E&E

f(a

+ 6)(a

(A.81

- B)

(A.9)

(a + 6J2- (a - B)2(l - 2f)
-4ReE f(a. - B)/(a + 6)

= (u+ - (J-)/u
1'

(A.lO)

Comparing cith

the charge asymmetries in the uncorrelated

(5.15)-(5.17),

we find the familiar

are approximately

result4':

case

that the asymmetries

twice as large in the absence of correlations.

By a procedure analogous to that of Section VP, we
may determine the decay and mixing parameters uniquely,
absence of nonleptonic
quadratic

equation

the small difference
a = Ul/4'Ko

6

= u,/4,/& 0

2

enhancement.

for

1
/!rz-

1

i:
JI-2f

In the present case, the

CL and B yields

between

f

in the

(again neglecting

and ?)
uss
2

~-

Jc$q-.

,

(A.ll)

(A~l2)
0

-29-

The positivity

of

cx and 6 nou implies

l-Zf>,l- 8%s%
;!,
“1
f < QJo/cJ12
V/e now proceed according to the prescription
and solve for the mixing paramter
f

(A.131

(A.14)
given below Eq. (5.20),

as

= +-y;f].

(A-15)
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TABLE I:

Sources of prompt electrons

from b-quark decay: b -+ qua.rk+l'/:

v- -+
u-vu

no e-

e-

c(d,s)

e-

c

0

e-

e-

0

0

e

e+

e+

e-i
&lark
\

u

no e
.F
he+

z(d,s)

Te

10 e-

e-

0

0

e-

0

0

e’

e

e4 ee

+
+I e

-

+ : e

~

+
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FIGURE CX'TIOI~IS
Fig. 1:

Fractional

mdtilepton

e+e- -t (bb)

cross sections

from the reaction

in the absence of nonleptonic

The parameter
the relative

5,

defined in Eq. (4.1)

enhancement.

and (4.2),

specifies

importance of the decays b -+ u + \V- and

b + c + W-.
Fig. 2:

Hfect

of an incoherent

upon the constraint
no nonleptcnic
represented

as

background source, e+e- + T+T-,

equation

enhancement.

a2a
3 o/a 4a12 =1 ,

asstie

The produced popula~tion is

(1 - P)(bb) + P(~+T-).
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